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The AABC National Standards for Total System Balance, 2002 edition, 
is a comprehensive manual detailing the minimum standards for total 
system balance.
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C O N T E N T S

From the Publisher
Focusing on various ways to optimize HVAC performance, the Fall 2010 TAB Journal 
covers several important industry topics.

In “Hydronic Balancing to Achieve Optimum Indoor Climate Control,” David Hudson 
and Dwayne Squires of Victaulic, Inc., discuss the utility of hydronic balancing in ensuring 
occupant comfort, minimizing energy and costs, and determining the causes of improper 
heating or cooling. 

Michael Carrillo from Professional Balancing Services, Inc. presents issues that can arise 
when testing economizers, and the steps that can be taken to mitigate them in “Solving 
Economizer Problems.”

The Fall issue also features “Building a Better Test & Balance Specification”-—an excerpt 
from the specification recently developed by the AABC Specifications Committee—as 
well as an article that addresses TAB verification as it relates to commissioning. Authored 
by TAC Systems, LLC’s Mark Chase and Robert Collier, “TAB Verification—Knowing 
What’s Involved,” covers several specific scenarios demonstrating the importance of diligent 
preparation for verification. 

This issue’s Tech Talk covers Air Calculations and Testing of DX Coils, and specifically 
addresses how those two subjects are handled by the AABC National Standards.

Other articles include “Tracking Static Helps Relieve Some Pressure” by Jeff Thompson of 
Systems Commissioning & Testing, Inc., which describes how static pressure readings can 
shed light on problems that have no other apparent cause. Alan Tew of Palmetto Air & 
Water Balance uses a case study to illustrate an often overlooked issue in “Purge/Leakage 
CFM in Energy Recovery Units” and finally, Bay to Bay Balancing, Inc.’s Jon Sissel provides 
troubleshooting tips in his article, “Determining Causes for Poor Coil Performance.”

As always we thank the contributors to this issue, and remind you to write us at
info@aabc.com if you have comments, article ideas, or questions to be answered in Tech Talk.
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Hydronic Balancing to Achieve  Optimum Indoor Climate Control

T he symptoms of indoor climate problems within buildings 
usually surface as complaints from building tenants. The 
living or working spaces are too cold in winter, too hot in 

summer—or some combination of both extremes year-round. 
In response to these temperature variations, building occupants 
often compensate by using space heaters, opening windows and 
adjusting thermostat settings. 

There are certain adjustments that can be made to the HVAC 
system to correct these issues. These could include the installation 
of larger pumps, the resizing of components, the changing of 
night setback and morning start-up times, and flow adjustments in 
mains, branch lines, and circuits. 

Minor changes—such as a one-degree change 
in the thermostat setting—can be very costly. 

However, such “fixes” are costly and ineffective—and ignore 
the root of the problem. Resetting a workplace HVAC-system 
start-up time from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 a.m. means that a plant 
operates at capacity for two additional hours a day. This is a 25 
percent increase in energy consumption, which negates the energy 
and cost savings night setbacks were designed to achieve. Even 
minor changes—such as a one-degree change in the thermostat 
setting—can be very costly. Each degree Fahrenheit increase in 
thermostat setting can add 6 percent to a building’s heating costs, 
while each degree Fahrenheit decrease can add 8 percent to a 
building’s cooling costs. Additional consequences of operating 
system changes can include increased wear on pumps and HVAC 
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Hydronic Balancing to Achieve  Optimum Indoor Climate Control
By Dave Hudson and Dwayne Squires, Victaulic

components, and reduced control-valve authority. Finally, the 
change in start-up time may cause more complaints if the problem 
is over-corrected, or if other tenants begin to complain about the 
change.

The root of most indoor temperature and climate problems can 
be traced to incorrect flow rates due to improper terminal-unit 
balancing. Therefore, the key to HVAC-system effectiveness and 
efficiency is properly controlled and balanced flows to terminal 
units. Because consulting engineers typically design HVAC 
systems with excess capacity, the ability to provide necessary 
heating or cooling energy is present. The challenge is getting that 
energy to terminal units and air-handling units (AHUs) in the 
most efficient and effective manner possible. 

Hydronic Balancing for Comfort and Control

The flows in an HVAC system change over a 24-hour period. Due 
to heat gain from the sun and changes in building occupancy, the 
demand for heating and cooling in a commercial structure varies 
not only throughout the day, but also by building position and 
segment. An effective and efficient HVAC system must provide 
correct energy output when and where required. 

Hydronic balancing is essential to ensure that heating and 
chilled-water systems deliver correct flows to all terminal units 
in an HVAC circuit. When a system is unbalanced, sections of a 
building will have underflow or overflow conditions that impact 
control-valve authority and, thus, indoor climate. For instance, the 
terminal units closest to an energy-production and delivery source 
(the energy production source is the chiller or boiler and the 
delivery source is the pump) could receive excess flow, resulting 
in excessive heating or cooling. Terminal units farthest from an 
energy-production and delivery source could receive insufficient 
flow, resulting in inadequate heating or cooling.

Hydronic Balancing and Building Controls

The building controls in a large commercial structure are the 
thermostats or sensors in each room or space which take in and 
read temperature information, to then electronically trigger the 
mechanical systems to open/close or modulate valves which 
changes the flows in the cooling or heating circuit, to maintain the 
temperature at the specified level. 

A consulting engineer will typically specify both the 
building controls and the hydronic controls/system, and thus 
would need to make sure that the two systems are integrated 
and compatible to achieve the desired goal of climate 
control. 

The challenge with integrating the hydronic systems with 
the building controls is that the building controls are 
dependent on the hydronic systems in order to function 
correctly. The control system can only be as good as the 
hydronic system. If the system is not properly designed, 
installed or balanced correctly, the system design flows 
will not be achieved. Thus, it is very important that the 
consulting engineer’s initial plans are followed, in order to 
achieve design flow availability.

The Keys to Hydronic Balancing

There are three important principles to address when 
discussing effective hydronic balancing.

Design Flow

First, the design flow must be available at all terminals. 
This can be compromised for a number of reasons, with the 
main one being that the balancing valves are not properly 
adjusted. If the balancing valves are not in the right places, 
or there are not enough valves, then ultimately the system 
will not perform to its specified parameters. There will be 
a greater cost to the owner because of under or over flow 
conditions. 

One can ensure availability of the design flow by choosing 
and setting the balancing valves according to the design 
flow specified rather than the pipe line size. Installing a 
balancing valve based upon line size and not flow rate 
may result in the inability to obtain the correct circuit flow 
rate. For example, the design line size to a specific coil 
may be ¾” and the coil has a required flow rate of 1 gpm. 
Using a ¾” valve will result in a valve setting below its 
recommended range and hence adversely affect the valve’s 
control accuracy. Where-as a flow rate of 1 gpm is in the 
recommended flow range for a ½” valve. As a best practice, 
it is always a good idea to consult the manufacturer or sales 
representative for the valves in order to ensure they are 
being used and installed correctly.
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STAP Differential Pressure Controller installed in a project in Calgary, Alberta. The valves work together 
to control the differential pressure between the supply and return to each floor. (Photo courtesy,Victaulic)

If the system is not 
properly designed, 

installed or 
balanced correctly, 
the system design 
flows will not be 

achieved.

An effective and efficient 
HVAC system must provide 
correct energy output when 

and where required.

Differential Pressure

The second key is to make sure that the differential pressure 
across the control terminals doesn’t vary too much. The control 
valve authority should be .25 minimum, with .5 or greater being 
optimal.

This means that within an HVAC circuit the pressure across that 
whole loop should be the same. This is where building controls 
also become an issue, because if that pressure is constant, then 
the controls will have an easier time doing their job of sensing 
and regulating the temperature. The best way to ensure this is 
to make sure that you have your differential pressure control 
valves and differential pressure sensor for variable speed pumps 
in the right locations from the start, so that there are no spikes 
at the control valves which turn it into an on/off mechanism, 
rather a modulating system. Differential pressure control valves 
are located on the branch lines to specific system modules in the 
area where the isolation valves would be located. The differential 
pressure sensor is located on the mains near the index circuit of 
the system.

Compatibility

The final key is to make sure that water flow rate and temperature 
from the production side is compatible with all system interfaces. 
If it is not for example, in the summer, you need to make sure 
that you have enough chillers and capacity to provide flow to cool 
the building. If you haven’t done the first two steps, then this step 
is difficult, as they all tie together.

In Summary

Far too many buildings are unnecessarily plagued by temperature 
variations that can lead to tenant complaints and high energy 
and operating expenses for owners. In most cases, these issues 
can be easily resolved through proper balancing of the heating 
or cooling system to conform with original design performance 
specifications from the consulting engineer.

In addition to ensuring occupant comfort and minimizing energy 
and operating costs, effective hydronic balancing can help 
pinpoint the causes of improper heating and cooling. In addition 
to observing the three keys to hydronic balancing, above, a 
comprehensive hydronic balancing program should be integrated 
into commissioning to save time and energy and improve the 
long-term value of a building. 

This article first appeared in the August/September 2010 issue of Canadian 
Consulting Engineer (www.canadianconsultingengineer.com).

Dave Hudson is a senior engineer at Victaulic, and Dwayne Squires is hydronic 
balancing manager for Canada. See more about Victaulic at www.victaulic.com.
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Design Conditions: 
20,000 cfm, 1.9” w.c. TSP, 631 FRPM, 15.1 BHP, 0.7” w.c. Coil Diff. Press.

Test 1 Condition  Normal (O/A) Damper Position A:
21,000 cfm, 2.4” w.c. TSP, 701 FRPM, 16.0 BHP, 0.69” w.c. Coil Diff Press.

Test 2 Condition  Normal (O/A) Damper Position B:
21,000 cfm, 2.35” w.c. TSP, 701 FRPM, 16.0 BHP, 0.70” w.c. Coil Diff. Press.

Test 3 Condition  Economizer (O/A) Damper Position A:
22,000 cfm, 2.25” w.c. TSP, 701 FRPM, 16.5 BHP, 0.67” w.c. Coil Diff. Press.

Test 4 Condition  Economizer (O/A) Damper Position B:
18,700 cfm, 2.55” w.c. TSP, 701 FRPM, 15.0 BHP, 0.65” w.c. Coil Diff. Press.

Solving Economizer Problems

W hen a system is functioning as intended, the design, application, and functions of HVAC equipment can appear simplistic. 
However, when equipment is improperly selected or operating parameters are misunderstood, problem can arise that are more 
complex to resolve. In these situations, test and balance agencies are sometimes called upon to validate their results.

A manufacturing area of a simple manufacturing warehouse was being conditioned with 11 constant volume rooftop units with both 
normal and economizer capability. A variable volume system served the minimal office space contained in the warehouse. The ducting of 
warehouse units was minimal at both the return and supply air ends while the office area was typical of VAV-type duct design.

The facility was also equipped with various exhaust systems totaling 7505 cfm, which was minimal in comparison to the 220,000 cfm 
total warehouse airflow. During normal mode “minimum” outside air operating conditions, the system performed as intended. However, 
in the economizer mode, the space over-pressurized, and the warehouse units’ mist eliminators were collapsing into the outside air damper 
section.

In addition, after three months of operation the owner’s facility personnel had noted and were concerned about the internal insulation that 
was peeling back away from the units’ cabinet. While the design/build team reviewed and accepted the TAB test results, the equipment 
manufacturer doubted the economizer performance.

The submitted TAB report included all test measurement data, and in discussion with the equipment manufacturer’s engineers, retest 
of typical units was requested and performed using the evaporator coil pressure differential as a satisfactory indicator of airflow. The 
following are test results, observations, and design team resolutions.

Notes:
1) The manufacturer was accepting the coil pressure drop method for their 
conclusions, while the airflow test data above reflects actual traverse measurements 
which were also plotted on the manufacturer’s curve. (This explains why Test 3 has 
higher cfm at a lower delta p than Tests 1 and 2.) Normally, the coil air pressure 
differential is used only as an indicator of proper performance and not a true 
measurement of airflow—primarily due to the possibility of the moisture content on 
the coil varying, which would in turn change the pressure difference.
2) Damper positions A and B noted above are economizer damper positions.

Michael Carrillo, TBE 
Professional Balancing Services, Inc.

TEST RESULTS:
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HORIZONTAL ECONOMIZER

ECONOMIZER (O/A) DAMPER ASSEMBLY

DOWNFLOW DAMPER ASSEMBLY

O/A DAMPER DRIVE ROD
O/A DAMPER

RETURN AIR DAMPER

ADJUSTMENT HOLES

DAMPER LINKAGE PLATE

A
B

C
D

E
F

G

OBSERVATIONS

n  Changing the economizer damper position from A to B had 
minimal effect on airflow. In regards to damper movement, 
the slack in the damper linkage was similar to the change 
in damper position.

n  Unit was equipped with non-adjustable sheaves. 
Recommendation to provide sheave which met the 
manufacturer’s specified RPM was deemed unnecessary by 
design build team and the manufacturer’s representatives 
due to performance allowances within 10% of design.

n  The unit discharge opening was oversized in comparison 
to the return air opening and outside air opening resulting 
in the majority of the system static pressure occurring on 
the suction side of the fan. The manufacturer specified a 
maximum of 1.4” w.c. in the mixed air plenum to keep 
the cabinet vapor barrier from peeling off. Note: In all test 
conditions, the fan discharge static pressure did not exceed 
+0.35” w.c. and the fan suction section static pressure 
exceeded 1.4” w.c. There was no apparent difference 
between the mixed air plenum and fan suction cabinet 
vapor barrier installation methods, allowing for the vapor 
barrier to peel off at both mixed air and fan suction panels.

n  Mist eliminator area allowed for excessive velocities and 
static pressure differences. The mist eliminators would 
bend in the center and eventually completely fail.

n  The relief air was not powered by relief fans allowing for 
an average of 40% relief and the previously mentioned 
over-pressurization of the facility. The design build team 
was under the assumption that a unit equipped with full 

economizer would also be manufactured with matching relief 
capability.

n  Equipment manufacturer doubted test results which validated 
their published performance data.

n  The design build team waited for the manufacturer to 
propose solutions to the mist eliminator failure and the 
vapor barrier peel-back problems due to warranty issues. 
A period of eight months lapsed between publishing of the 
TAB Report and retest with the manufacturer’s representative 
witnessing testing, and another three months to agree on 
solutions.

SOLUTIONS

n  Redesign of additional warehouse relief using barometric 
wall relief dampers to achieve acceptable pressurization 
conditions during economizer.

n  Reinforce outside air mist eliminator brackets to prevent the 
collapse of the mist eliminators.

n  Repair vapor barrier and reinforce edges of panels to deter 
the onset of the peeling effect. This action also resolved the 
insulation issues from the high suction static, and satisfied 
the concerns of the engineer and owner. 

In conclusion, what at first may seem to be a simple project 
may be much more complicated. In this case, a “simple” project 
required the initial dissatisfaction of the owner; numerous 
meetings involving engineers of the design/build team, owner’s 
representatives, and manufacturers; and TAB retest services 
before it was completed. 
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1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Agency Qualifications: Engage an independent T&B agency certified by AABC 

Engineers may specify whichever certifying bodies that they wish. However, it is worth noting that only AABC requires that its 
members be 100% independent of any affiliations with general or installing contractors, manufacturers, or design engineers.

1.5 CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. Provide T&B agency one complete set of contract documents, change orders, and approved submittals in digital  
 and hard copy formats

B. Controls contractor shall provide required BAS hardware, software, personnel and assistance to T&B agency as 
required to balance the systems. Controls contractor shall also provide trending report to demonstrate that systems 
are complete.

C. Coordinate meetings and assistance from suppliers and contractors as required by T&B agency.

D. Provide additional valves, dampers, sheaves and belts as required by T&B agency.

E. Flag all manual volume dampers with fluorescent or other high-visibility tape.

F. Provide access to all dampers, valves, test ports, nameplates and other appurtenances as required by T&B agency.

Building a Better 
TEST & BALANCE SPECIFICATION

Jon Ziegler, TBE - AABC Specifications Committee Chairman
General Air Control Inc.
       AABC Specifications Committee Members
       Eddie Alejandre, P.E., TBE - Los Angeles Air Balance Co.
       Brian Corcoran, TBE - Protab, Inc.
       Joe Baumgartner, P.E., TBE - Baumgartner, Inc.

A detailed, well-constructed specification is invaluable in helping test and balance work and project closeout go smoothly. Because 
the specification is under the control of the engineer, it is one of the most important tools he or she has to ensure that the test 
and balance work results in a building that functions properly and as designed.

Due to the increasing demands placed upon the design team, reviewing or revising the test and balance specification becomes 
increasingly difficult. In response, AABC is developing a new spec—following AIA’s “short form” format—for engineers to use as a 
guide if they choose.

Highlights of some of the areas that are being addressed are excerpted below. These include a more detailed description of the 
contractor’s responsibilities in preparing for test and balance, recommended tolerances, and greater clarity in some procedural aspects 
of the specification.

While this specification is obviously a very helpful resource for the test and balance agency, everyone from the engineer to the owner 
to the general and mechanical contractors also benefit greatly from TAB proceeding in an orderly fashion.

To download the present, editable version of the specification, see https://www.aabc.com/resources/downloads.aspx, or email 
headquarters@aabc.com to request a copy. We welcome any comments as the final version is being reconciled with the new version 
of the AABC National Standards, which are expected to be published in 2011.
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G. Replace or repair insulation as required by T&B agency.

H. Have the HVAC systems at complete operational readiness for T&B to begin. As a minimum verify the following: 

1. Airside:
a. All ductwork is complete with all terminals installed.
b. All volume, smoke and fire dampers are open and functional.
c. Clean filters are installed.
d. All fans are operating, free of vibration, and rotating in correct direction.
e. VFD start-up is complete and all safeties are verified.
f. System readiness checklists are completed and returned to T&B agency. 

2. Hydronics:
a. Piping is complete with all terminals installed.
b. Water treatment is complete.
c. Systems are flushed, filled and air purged.
d. Strainers are pulled and cleaned.
e. Control valves are functioning per the sequence of operation.
f. All shutoff and balance valves have been verified to be 100% open.
g. Pumps are started, and proper rotation is verified.
h. Pump gauge connections are installed directly at the pump inlet and outlet flange or in discharge and 

suction pipe prior to any valves or strainers.
i. VFD start-up is complete and all safeties have been verified.
j. System readiness checklists are completed and returned to T&B agency.

I. Promptly correct deficiencies identified during T&B.

J. Maintain a construction schedule that allows the T&B agency to complete work prior to occupancy.

Providing complete documentation to the test and balance agency, and verifying system readiness for T&B, allows the test and 
balance agency to focus on its primary job: testing that systems achieve all required flows, temperatures and pressures.

 
3.9 PROCEDURES FOR VARIABLE-FLOW HYDRONIC SYSTEMS

A. Adjust the variable-flow hydronic system as follows: 

1. Verify that the differential pressure (DP) sensor is located per the contract documents. 

2. Determine if there is diversity in the system.

B. For systems with no diversity: 

3. Follow procedures outlined in section 3.8 for constant-flow hydronic systems. 
 

4. Prior to verifying final system conditions, determine the system DP setpoint.

5. If the pump discharge valve was used to set total system flow with VFD at 60 Hz, at completion open 
discharge valve 100% and allow VFD to control system DP setpoint. Record pump data under both 
conditions.

6. Mark all final settings and verify that all memory stops have been set.
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K. For systems with diversity:

1. Determine diversity factor.

2. Simulate system diversity by closing required number of control valves, as approved by 
the design engineer.

3. Follow procedures outlined in section 3.8 for constant flow hydronic systems.

4. Open control valves that were shut. Close a sufficient number of control valves that were 
previously open to maintain diversity, and balance the terminals that were just opened.

5. Prior to verifying final system conditions, determine the system DP setpoint.

6. If the pump discharge valve was used to set total system flow with VFD at 60 Hz, at 
completion open discharge valve 100% and allow VFD to control system DP setpoint. 
Record pump data under both conditions.

7. Mark all final settings and verify that all memory stops have been set.

It is important to determine whether or not the system has diversity, and balance accordingly.

3.10 TOLERANCES

A. Set HVAC system’s air flow rates and water flow rates within the following tolerances:

8. Supply, Return, and Exhaust Fans: Plus or minus 10 percent. 

9. Air Outlets and Inlets: Plus or minus 10 percent. 

10. Minimum Outside Air: Zero to plus 10 percent. 

11. Maintaining pressure relationships as designed shall have priority over the tolerances 
specified above. 

12. Heating-Water Flow Rate: Plus or minus 10 percent. 

13. Cooling-Water Flow Rate: Plus or minus 10 percent.

Note that the tolerances above are for standard projects, for which tighter tolerances are often not obtainable, 
cost-effective or necessary. For specialized applications such as some health care facilities, laboratories, etc., 
tighter tolerances will be called for. Tolerances presently are being reviewed by the AABC standards committee 
and will be included with the AABC long-form specification that is in development.

If you have any questions or comments about specification issues, please contact AABC headquarters or a local 
AABC member agency. 
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A recent project called for the balancing of a four-story 
office building with a system consisting of two 120-ton 
DX roof-mounted air handlers and approximately 85 

pressure-independent VAV boxes. The total airflow at the supply 
fans was about 47,000 cfm per air handler.

To begin testing, the air handlers were inspected to verify proper 
fan rotation, outside air damper positioning, belt tension, etc. 
The units had been running for a few days with no problems and 
the initial inspection did not reveal any issues either.

Few problems were encountered in the first few days, 
during which the first floor and part of the second floor were 
successfully balanced. But halfway through balancing the second 
floor, it was noticed that the boxes would not satisfy to their full 
cooling airflow set point. 

The computer program that was used only displayed a small 
portion of the system at any given time. So without being able to 
see if boxes throughout the building were not being satisfied, it 
was assumed that this was a localized problem.

The branch duct serving the VAVs that were not attaining 
maximum airflow were examined first. No dampers or other 
obstructions were discovered, so a static pressure reading was 
then taken in the branch duct. The reading was about 0.25” 
W.C., which was considerably lower than the operating static 
pressure or the pressure that was verified the day before on the 
first floor, of 1.40” W.C.

After this observation was made, the air handler on the roof was 
rechecked. The VFD was running at about 50Hz, which was 
comparable to what was noted earlier when everything seemed 

Jeff Thompson
Systems Commissioning & Testing, Inc

to be fine. There were no closed dampers, and everything 
appeared to be in working order.
The next step was then to take pressure readings on each duct, 
moving back through the system towards the air handler. Low 
readings were noted all the way back to the main chase coming 
through from the roof. Again, readings were taken right at the 
roof’s fan outlet just above the roof penetration. It was still only 
about 0.7”.
Finally, when a reading 
right at the fan outlet 
measured at 3.5”W.C., 
the problem became 
immediately clear: there 
was obviously some 
obstruction in the duct 
work somewhere on the 
roof. After readings taken 
before and after a turning 
vane indicated an almost 
3.0” pressure drop across it, 
the mechanical contractor was notified of the situation.
The next day, the contractor found that a large piece of duct 
lining had broken free and was stuck in the turning vane, 
blocking most of the path of flow.
This problem would have eventually been found, but tracking 
the static pressure made it considerably easier and less time 
consuming to discover. This could have been accomplished even 
faster if the readings were taken on the roof instead of at the 
branch duct that was being initially worked on. That’s another 
lesson learned. 

Tracking Static Helps 
Relieve Some Pressure

When a reading right 
at the fan outlet 

measured at 3.5" WC, 
the problem became 

immediately clear.



C ommissioning starts with the planning of the new 
building and is carried through design, construction, 
acceptance, and occupancy. An integral part of the 

commissioning process is TAB verification. Verification and 
documentation of the TAB process are prerequisites to initiating 
commissioning functional performance testing. 

Frequently, TAB verifications are being completed by third 
party commissioning authorities contracted directly to the 
owner. These third party commissioning providers review and 
complete verifications on the TAB report prior to moving into 
functional testing. If, during the course of TAB verifications, the 
data demonstrates a deviation of 10% or more from what was 
recorded in the TAB report, the report would be automatically 
rejected.

It would then be readjusted and tested with new data recorded. A 
new certified test report would be submitted and new inspections 
would be completed, all at no additional cost to the owner. That 
being said, the TAB firm would be responsible for all additional 
associated costs. This could prove financially unfortunate for 
the TAB firm. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the TAB firm 
to understand and be very familiar with the requirements and 
the expectations of the TAB verification process. Advanced 
preparation and completeness of the final TAB report are critical to 
ensure compliance and 
TAB report acceptance.

The construction 
phase of a project 
typically takes place 
when the details of 
the commissioning 
procedures are 
finalized. During this 
phase the thoroughness 
of the expected 
TAB verifications 
should be carefully reviewed by the TAB firm in concert with 
the commissioning authority. Although the specification will 

Test and Balance Verification – 
           Knowing What’s Involved

delineate in terms of percentages of failures or out of tolerance 
that would be acceptable on data such as CFM, GPM, pressures, 
and fan speed and so on, agreement should be made regarding 
what constitutes a failure on all tabulated test data. 

The following example from a real scenario illustrates this 
concept. Assume a duct traverse is being performed and there 
are 64 individual velocity readings required. Is a duct traverse 
single point velocity reading in one plane considered a failure if 
the initial reading was 2100 FPM vs. 2312 FPM as determined 
during TAB verification? Or, is the average of the tested 
velocities used to calculate the final flow the critical parameter? 

In this example it was agreed that as the final velocity is 
averaged then this would be allowable or, a non-failure. 
However, the opposite approach could have been taken; that 
of the 64 test readings, 6-7 readings would be verified and if 
those were not within ±10% limit, then these could potentially 
count as failures and could lead to the entire TAB report being 
rejected. Therefore, it is in the TAB firm’s best interest to 
establish the parameters of what constitutes a pass or a fail with 
the commissioning authority at the onset. 

While good practice is critical for an accurate and repeatable 
duct traverse, it is often difficult to repeat the exact velocity 
number consistently at a single point. Therefore, if a traverse is 

to be included as 
part of verification, 
then the complete 
traverse should 
be examined, 
not just a single 
point. This once 
again highlights 
the importance of 
discussing with 
the commissioning 
authority at the onset 

of the commissioning procedures development process what 
types of data will be tested and what would constitute a failure. 

Mark S. Chase, TBE 

Robert R. Coallier, TBE

TAC Systems, LLC

It is incumbent upon the TAB firm to 

understand and be very familiar with the 

requirements and the expectations of the  

TAB verification process.
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Another critical aspect to TAB verification testing is setting 
all systems to the same operational mode as when the systems 
were originally tested and balanced. Inaccurate systems settings 
could potentially lead to failures and again, lead to TAB report 
rejection. Accuracy along with good operational data recording 
practices during the completion of testing and balancing are 
essential components of TAB verifications. 

Any and all deviations or alterations to the systems or 
operational modes should be accurately recorded and included 
within the final TAB report. Conditions may arise during testing 
and balancing that will require the firm to proceed with the work 
although all systems may not be in their final configuration. 

For example, initial sound level testing completed prior to the 
placement of furniture, computers, and window treatments 
may show different readings than the subsequent noise testing 
completed again as part of TAB verification. The addition of 
these items will have an impact to the noise background tests 
and can potentially cause a deviation greater than the allowable 
3 dB limit taken at baseline.

On a VAV system, where the commissioning authority 
selects a single outlet on a 10 outlet system, one reading may 
demonstrate whether or not the outlet is within tolerance. 
However, it certainly doesn’t indicate whether the system is 
proportionally balanced, nor does it indicate what the cause of 

 Accuracy along with 

good operational data 

recording practices 

during the completion of 

testing and balancing are 

essential components of 

TAB verifications.
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the deficiency is. Therefore, it is prudent to measure all outlets 
served by a single VAV terminal box and have all of them 
contribute to the overall verification percentage as opposed to 
only measuring one. Then, if during the verification testing there 
is a problem such as a control set point error, filter fouling, etc, 
it will be easier to identify the cause and determine the solution. 
Once the issue is corrected, retesting should demonstrate 
compliance with the TAB report. 

It is essential to also remember that there will be projects 
where the TAB verifications will not be conducted immediately 
upon completion of the TAB work. It is a real possibility that 
6 months or a year 
can pass until these 
verifications are 
performed due to 
project phasing. 
Consequently, it 
will be necessary to 
address any issues 
that may impact the 
performance and 
demonstration of the testing and balancing potentially caused by 
these normal ‘wear and tear’ effects. 

In preparation for TAB verification, the TAB agency should 
ensure that all instrumentation is the same as the equipment 
employed during the original test and balance. All instrument 
calibration certificates for equipment employed on the 
project should be current and available for verification by the 
commissioning authority. There have been many instances 
where the commissioning authority possess their own balometer 
and subsequently use this to complete TAB verifications. This 
generally is appropriate for checking proportionality, however, 
for the purposes of TAB verification testing, the use of the same 
instrumentation is recommended.

Verification procedures can vary from one commissioning 
provider to the next. In some instances it can be as minimal as 
the confirmation of the outside air quantities. In other instances, it 
may be a complete verification of up to 10% of the total number 
of items tabulated in the report. This could include but not be 
limited to each single point in a duct traverse velocity profile, a 
single amperage or voltage measurement on a three phase motor, 
a single static pressure measurement from an air handling static 
profile, model and serial number, area factor, belt size, center to 
center distances, noise level at a single octave band, etc. 

There also can be cases where both projects have the same 
commissioning specification yet two different commissioning 
providers working for the same firm have completely different 
approaches to TAB verifications. However, you must assume the 
specification is impervious. If sufficient costing is not considered 
in the TAB proposal, then it is entirely possible that the TAB 
firm would likely be in the red in their completion of the TAB 
commissioning verification phase. 

In one example, the commissioning authority determined that 
on a particular TAB data sheet there were 144 fields recorded. 
This commissioning authority included every 10th item as an 

eligible data record 
to be validated. 
Therefore, each data 
sheet had 14 items 
to verify. Typically, 
a commissioning 
authority would have 
tested 10% of the final 
volumes, static’s, etc. 
or as described in the 

AABC National Standards paragraph 23.5.2.2: “Report data” is 
defined as one tabulated item on a report form, such as the air 
flow at a specific outlet, air or water flow quantity, differential 
pressure reading, or electrical or sound measurement,” which 
would normally have amounted to approximately 1-5 items per 
page. Once again, it is prudent to determine what parameters will 
be tested during development of the commissioning planning 
procedures. 

Chapter 23 of the AABC National Standards’ Report Analysis 
and Verification is an invaluable preparation tool to use in 
advance of TAB verification. Familiarization of this chapter  
in the Standards is essential to TAB verification process as the 
Standards describes in detail the critical parameters for successful 
performance of the verification process. AABC TAB firms should 
understand their responsibilities based on both the requirements 
of the specification and per AABC National Standards. 

References
(1) ASHRAE, 1999 ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Applications, Chapter 41.
(2) ASHRAE, 1999 ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Applications, Testing, Adjusting 
And Balancing, Chapter 36.
(3) Associated Air Balance Council, National Standards, Chapter 23.

It is a real possibility that 6 months or a 

year can pass until TAB verifications are 

performed due to project phasing.
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T R A I N I N G  S E R I E S

Save 10% when you order  
all three TABpro DVDs! 
You'll get lessons on standard 
VAVs, parallel fan-powered VAVs, 
standard duct leakage testing, 
pressure decay leakage testing, 
and basic psychrometrics.

Basic 
Psychrometrics
DVD format 
Run time 19 minutes 
List price: $120.00 
Member price: $90.00 

This volume contains one lesson on 
Basic Psychrometrics. This provides 
the viewer with an introduction to 
Psychrometric fundamentals and 
takes you through five of the basic 
elements found on the psychrometric 
chart. This lesson will break down 
these elements on the chart and 
provide fundamental concepts of 
chart usage.

Duct Leakage and 
Pressure Decay Testing
DVD format 
Run time 42 minutes 
List price: $200.00 
Member price: $150.00 

This volume consists of two lessons 
covering standard duct leakage testing 
and pressure decay leakage testing. 
These lessons take the viewer through an 
introduction to leakage testing, essential 
job preparation, instrumentation used 
during testing, general procedures for 
leakage testing, multiple calculations 
used during testing and final reporting.

Variable Air Volume 
(VAV) Terminals
DVD format 
Run time 45 minutes 
List price: $200.00 
Member price: $150.00 

This volume consists of two lessons 
covering standard VAVs and parallel 
fan-powered VAVs, both using DDC 
controls. These lessons take the 
viewer through an introduction to VAV 
terminals, essential job preparation, 
instrumentation used during testing, 
general procedures for testing and 
balancing, and final reporting.

          Price
Quantity Title Non-Member Member

_______ Psychrometrics $120 $90
_______ Duct Leakage $200 $150
_______ VAV Terminals $200 $150
_______ Bundle of all 3 DVDs $468 $351
 
Total: $____________

Please complete order 
form and return along with 
payment to:

Associated Air Balance Council
1518 K Street, N.W., Suite 503 
Washington, D.C. 20005

Credit card purchasers may 
fax orders to: (202) 638-4833
or order online at 
www.aabc.com/publications

Payment Information

Payment Type (Check one)
q Check Enclosed  q MC  q Visa  q 
AMEX

Card Number _________________________ 

Expiration Date  _______________________

Name on Card ________________________

Signature ____________________________

Bundle (VAV, Duct Leakage & Psychrometrics)
3 DVDs Total run time 106 minutes List price: $468.00 Member price: $351.00 

Name __________________________________________________________ 

Company _______________________________________________________

Shipping Address _________________________________________________

City/State/Zip _____________________________________________________

Phone _____________________________ 

Fax ________________________________

E-mail _____________________________

Shipping

Information



Alan Tew, TBE 
Palmetto Air & Water Balance

In our industry today, energy recovery units have become common on new construction projects. Partially owing 
their popularity to increased overall awareness of energy conservation, energy recovery units come in a variety of 
configurations and are usually selected based on location and application of use.

This article focuses on a simple energy recovery unit setup with enthalpy wheel, and discusses some testing procedures 
that should be considered when this type of setup is encountered. The enthalpy wheel in this example is constructed 
from corrugated aluminum and coated with silica gel desiccant to enhance the transfer of latent heat from the exhaust air 
stream. The seal is a full-contact, low-bleed type constructed of a high molecular weight polyethylene. 

Two common conditions that exist and are commonly overlooked when conducting test and balance on an ERU with 
an enthalpy wheel installation are purge and leakage CFM. Purge CFM is defined as simply the carryover cross leakage 
from the supply air stream to the exhaust air stream through the enthalpy wheel media itself. The point at which the 
purge happens is confined to directly on either side of the seal that separates the two airstreams. Leakage CFM is defined 
as the air volume that is inadvertently transferred from the supply air stream to the exhaust air stream simply because the 
seal is not air tight which allows an air path between the two air streams.

Purge/Leakage CFM 
in Energy Recovery Units

16 TAB Journal



Alan Tew, TBE 
Palmetto Air & Water Balance

CASE STUDY:

Design Conditions (Summer):

OUTSIDE AIR
Outside Air Volume: 11406 CFM

EXHAUST AIR
Exhaust Air Volume: 9326 CFM
Exhaust Fan Design CFM = 9326
Supply Fan Design CFM = 10790

SUPPLY AIR
Supply Air Volume: 10790 CFM

RETURN AIR
Return Air Volume: 8710 CFM

With the design conditions listed above found in 
equipment submittals, the design purge and leakage 
CFM for this unit = 616.
When performing test and balance for the unit in this 
example, it is important to measure and record the 
following data so that actual purge/leakage rates can 
be obtained (Refer to Figure 1):

DT-1: Duct traverse of Exhaust Fan CFM
DT-2: Duct traverse of Outside Air CFM
DT-3: Duct traverse of Return Air CFM
DT-4: Duct traverse of Supply Air CFM

Measured conditions:
DT-1: Exhaust Fan CFM = 9399
DT-2: Outside Air CFM = 11713
DT-3: Return Air CFM = 7819
DT-4: Supply Fan CFM = 10193

From this data, the purge/leakage CFM can be calculated to be between 1520 
and 1580 CFM (DT-2 minus DT-4 = 1520, DT-1 minus DT-3 = 1580). It is 
evident that the actual purge/leakage CFM is much greater than the design 
purge/leakage CFM of 616 CFM.
Based on past experience with this condition, the cause of the excess leakage 
is most likely the seal itself. The unit manufacturer in some cases should 
be contacted to evaluate the installation of the seal. In this example, the 
manufacturer found that the seal was incorrectly installed from the factory, 
which allowed a much greater leakage CFM than designed. Corrective action 
was taken and test results were recorded to be within design conditions. 

DT-3

DT-4 DT-2

RA

SA OSA

EA

DT-1ENTHALPY WHEEL

SUPPLY FAN

EXHAUST FAN
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W hile performing air and water balance at a 
recent project in Orlando, Florida, a cooling 
coil performance issue was discovered that 

required more testing than usual to determine the 
cause. 

This project was a middle school that consisted of four 
classroom buildings, one administration building, and 
one multi-purpose/cafeteria building. The school has 
two air-cooled chillers with two primary chilled water 
pumps and two secondary chilled water pumps.

The classroom buildings were typical, with each 
having three variable air volume (VAV) air handling 
units (AHUs) providing air to VAV terminal units 
with electric heat. Each of the VAV units provided a 
constant flow of outside air (O/A) via an O/A monitor.

The administration building and the multi-purpose 
building utilized fan coil units (FCUs) that served 
the different zones of each building. Each FCU had 
electric heat. Each FCU received its O/A from a 100% 
O/A unit that distributed the air to each FCU via a 
duct system. 

The cooling coil performance issue was discovered 
on one of the 100% O/A units. The unit is designed 
to distribute 1615 cfm of O/A at 55°F. The design 
entering air is 95°dry bulb (db) / 78.5° wet bulb (wb); 
design leaving air temperature is 55° db/54.1° wb. 
Entering water temperature is 42°F, leaving water 
temperature is 55°. Design water flow is 22 gpm.

Upon completion of air and water balance, the airflow 
was at 1683 cfm (104 % of design). The water flow 
was determined to be within 5% of 22 gpm as there 
was an auto flow device installed on the coil. The 
pressure drop was within the specified 2-32 psid range 
on the valve (thus the flow was deemed at +/- 5% of 
design per the manufacturer’s submittal data). 

The problem was discovered while measuring 
cooling coil performance. The O/A temp was only 
83°db/71°wb and the discharge temperature would 
only reach 58°db/56°wb.

A much lower discharge air temperature was expected, 
as the entering air was much less than the design of 
95°F. Additionally, the coil water delta T was only 
8 degrees, not 13 degrees as designed. The problem 
would worsen closer to design temperature days, 
which are experienced frequently in the region. 

Determining Causes 
    for Poor Coil Performance
Jon Sissel, TBE
Bay to Bay Balancing, Inc. Using the as-measured and expected temperature, the following was 

calculated with the heat transfer equation. However, the cause for the 
low coil performance was still unsolved: 

AIRSIDE 

Sensible Cooling = 1.08*cfm*delta T(db) = 45441 BTUH 
Total Cooling = 4.5*cfm*delta H = 84150 BTUH 

WATERSIDE 

Total Cooling = 500*gpm*delta T= 88,000 BTUH 

Thus heat transfer by the coil makes sense as comparing the Total 
Cooling on the water and air side shows that they only vary by an 
acceptable 4.6%.

To ensure that all measurements were accurate, all airflows, 
temperatures, pressure drops, etc. were double checked and all were 
found to be the same within reason (+/- 5% as previously measured). 
Also, to check the accuracy of the water flow through the auto flow 
valve, a non-invasive clamp-on portable energy water meter (ultra sonic) 
was utilized to measure the flow. The result closely approached the 
desired flow of 22 gpm (21.89 gpm to be exact), so the flows were not 
problematic. 

Another possible cause for the low performance could have been air 
bound in the coil, causing the top of the coil to trap heat, thus mixing 
cold air with unconditioned air, resulting in a higher than expected 
leaving air temperature. This was checked and no air could be found in 
the coil.

Finally, it was determined that the velocity of air across the coil may 
be the cause for the low coil performance. Velocities were measured at 
the inlet to the coil and were found to be considerably higher on the left 
half side of the coil (looking from the direction of air flow). Thus the 
temperature of the air coming off of the left half of the coil was around 
62˚ and the temperature of the air coming of the right half of the coil 
was around 54˚, with a measured mixed air of 58˚. Thus the cause of the 
poor coil performance was determined. 

Further inspection of the unit found the cause of the uneven velocities 
through the coil. Prior to the coil, inside the unit casing after the air 
filter, there is an electric duct heater for pre-heating installed in the unit. 
This heater and its wiring components are all installed inside the unit 
cabinet. The wiring compartment comprises about 50% of the free area 
of the unit so that all the air from one side of the unit is directed through 
the heater coils. This is installed about 12” from the coil, which does 
not present enough linear feet for the air to straighten out or be evenly 
distributed, prior to hitting the coil. Relocation of the coil is necessary to 
correct the issue. 

So, the cause of the low performance was not due to any flow issue, as 
is most commonly found, but due to uneven air velocities through the 
fins of the coil. 
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Tech Talk
Facilitating better understanding 
of proper balancing procedures 
has been part of AABC’s 
mission for more than 40 years 
and helps to produce buildings 
that operate as designed and 
intended. Tech Talk is a regular 
feature in which AABC shares 
questions we’ve received 
and the responses from the 
association’s experts. We hope 
that others have had similar 
questions and, therefore, will 
benefit from the answers. 
Readers are encouraged to 
submit their own questions 
about test and balance issues.

Have a Question?
To submit a question for  
Tech Talk, email us at  
info@aabc.com

The Associated Air Balance 

Council frequently fields 
technical questions from 
engineers, contractors, owners 
and others regarding proper 
air and water balancing 
procedures. 

These questions are answered 
by the most qualified people 
in the industry: AABC Test & 

Balance Engineers (TBEs).

A

A

Q

Q

Air Calculations

Question: I heard a comment that the air MBH calculation was 
expected to be a Total MBH calculation. There is no indication on the 
data sheet, or in the manuals. Am I overlooking something, or is this 
just a matter of preference to use Sensible or Total in the Air MBH row?

AABC: It should be total MBH. In a heating coil, sensible heat = 
total heat.

Coil capacity verification is covered in the AABC National 
Standards for Total System Balance, on page 39 section 4.4.1. 
The cooling coil form (Appendix 1.5.18) requires, as a minimum, 
Design and Actual: CFM, GPM, Coil P.D. Ft, EWT°F, LWT°F, EAT 
DB°F, EAT WB°F, LAT DB°F, LAT WB°F, Air MBH, Water MBH.

I don’t think it could be any clearer.

-Gaylon Richardson, TBE, Engineered Air Balance Co., Inc.

Testing DX coils

Question: I’d like to get your thoughts on the requirements 
for testing of DX coils. At one time, NEBB and AABC had virtually 
identical requirements—air flow; entering and leaving temps – DB/
WB—then calculate the sensible and total capacity of the coil. Compare 
these to the design. Is this still the same for AABC?

I have heard an argument (not from an AABC firm) to measure only 
airflow, because there is nothing to adjust. True; but how does one know 
if the coil is the correct coil, properly charges, etc.?

AABC: AABC requires capacity testing including temperatures 
and control operation verification on all coils. See AABC National 
Standards Chapter 4, specifically 4.4.1 and Chapter 6 - 6.5.1.9. On 
Dx equipment there is no water, so of course water temperatures 
are not required.

-Steve Young, TBE, The Phoenix Agency, Inc.

Photo: www.e-s-c.ca
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A A B C  N At i o N A l  M e M B e r s h i p

AlABAMA 

Performance Testing & 
Balancing 
Cleveland, Alabama 
(205) 274-4889

Southeast T&B Inc. 
Cleveland, Alabama 
(205) 559-7151

Superior Tabs International, Inc. 
Pelham, Alabama 
(205) 620-2801 

Systems Analysis, Inc. 
Birmingham, Alabama 
(205) 802-7850 

AriZoNA

Arizona Air Balance Company 
Tempe, Arizona 
(480) 966-2001 

Environmental Testing & 
Balancing, Inc. 
Phoenix, Arizona 
(602) 861-1458

General Air Control, Inc.
Tucson, Arizona 
(520) 887-8850

Precisionaire of Arizona, Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona 
(623) 580-1644 

Systems Commissioning & 
Testing, Inc. 
Tucson, Arizona 
(520) 884-4792

Tab Technology, Inc. 
Mesa, Arizona 
(480) 964-0187 

Technical Air Balance SW, Inc.
Scottsdale, Arizona 
(623) 492-0831

CAliForNiA

(ABCO) Air Balance  
Company, Inc. 
Diamond Bar, California 
(909) 861-5434 

American Air Balance Co., Inc. 
Anaheim, California 
(714) 693-3700 

Los Angeles Air Balance 
Company, Inc. 
Upland, California 
(800) 429-6880

National Air Balance Co., Inc.
Fremont, California 
(510) 623-7000 

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Cypress, California 
(714) 220-9091

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Fallbrook, California 
(760) 451-2025

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Petaluma, California 
(707) 763-7155

RSAnalysis, Inc. 
El Dorado Hills, California 
(916) 358-5672

RSAnalysis, Inc. 
San Carlos, California 
(650) 654-1340

San Diego Air Balance 
Escondido, California 
(760) 741-5401

Winaire, Inc. 
Huntington Beach, California 
(714) 901-2747

ColorADo

AirDronics, Inc. 
Parker, Colorado 
(720) 220-1062

Proficient Balancing  
Company, LLC 
Arvada, Colorado 
(303) 870-0249

CoNNeCtiCut

CFM Test & Balance   
 Corporation 
 Bethel, Connecticut 
 (203) 778-1900 
James E. Brennan Company, Inc.

Wallingford, Connecticut 
(203) 269-1454

FloriDA 

Air Balance Unlimited, Inc. 
Altamonte Springs, Florida 
(407) 383-8259

Air Test Co. 
West Palm Beach, Florida 
(561) 488-6065

Bay to Bay Balancing, Inc. 
Lutz, Florida 
(813) 971-4545

Bay to Bay Balancing, Inc. 
Orlando, Florida 
(407) 704-8768

Gregor Hartenhoff, Inc. 
Pompano Beach, Florida 
(954) 786-3420 

Perfect Balance, Inc. 
Jupiter, Florida 
(561) 575-4919 

Precision Balance 
Orlando, Florida 
(407) 876-4112

Southern Balance, Inc. 
Milton, Florida 
(850) 623-9229 

Southern Independent Testing 
Agency, Inc. 
Lutz, Florida 
(813) 949-1999

Tamiami Air Balancing & 
Commissioning 
Fort Meyers, Florida 
(239) 243-6793

 Test and Balance Corporation 
Lutz, Florida 
(813) 909-8809 

Test & Balance Corporation  
of Orlando 
Orlando, Florida 
(407) 894-8181

The Phoenix Agency, Inc. 
Lutz, Florida 
(813) 908-7701 

Thermocline Corp. 
Merritt Island, Florida 
(321) 453-3499

GeorGiA

Augusta Air Balance 
Company, LLC 
Martinez, Georgia 
(706) 799-2254

Southern Balance Company 
Marietta, Georgia 
(770) 850-1027

TAB Services, Inc. 
Atlanta, Georgia 
(404) 329-1001 

Test and Balance Corporation 
Roswell, Georgia 
(678) 393-9401

GuAM

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Tamuning, Guam 
(671) 477-0325

hAWAii

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Kapolei, Hawaii 
(808) 485-8880

Test and Balance Corporation 
of the Pacific 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
(808) 593-1924

illiNois

United Test and Balance 
 Service, Inc. 
 Glen Ellyn, Illinois 
 (630) 790-4940

iNDiANA

Fluid Dynamics, Inc. 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
(260) 490-8011 

ioWA

Systems Management & 
Balancing, Inc. 
Des Moines, Iowa  
(515) 987-2825

KeNtuCKY

Thermal Balance, Inc. 
Ashland, Kentucky 
(606) 325-4832 

Thermal Balance, Inc. 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 
(270) 783-0002

Thermal Balance, Inc. 
Nicholasville, Kentucky 
(859) 277-6158 

Thermal Balance, Inc. 
Paducah, Kentucky 
(270) 744-9723

louisiANA 

Coastal Air Balance Corp.
Jefferson, Louisiana 
(504) 834-4537 

Tech Test Inc. of Louisiana 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
(225) 752-1664

MArYlAND

American Testing Inc. 
Ellicott City, Maryland 
(800) 535-5594 

Baltimore Air Balance 
Company 
Bowie, Maryland 
(301) 262-2705 

Baumgartner, Inc. 
Hunt Valley, Maryland 
(410) 785-1720

Baumgartner, Inc. 
Easton, Maryland 
(410) 770-9277

Chesapeake Testing & 
Balancing Engineers, Inc. 
Easton, Maryland 
(410) 820-9791

 Environmental Balancing 
Corp. 
Clinton, Maryland 
(301) 868-6334 

Protab Inc. 
Hampstead, Maryland 
(410) 935-8249

Test & Balancing, Inc. 
Laurel, Maryland 
(301) 953-0120 

Weisman, Inc. 
Towson, Maryland 
(410) 296-9070

MAssAChusetts

Thomas-Young Associates, Inc. 
Marion, Massachusetts 
(508) 748-0204

MiChiGAN

Aerodynamics Inspecting 
Company 
Dearborn, Michigan 
(313) 584-7450

 Airflow Testing, Inc. 
Lincoln Park, Michigan 
(313) 382-TEST 

MiNNesotA

Air Systems Engineering, Inc. 
Minnetonka, Minnesota 
(952) 807-6744

Mechanical Data Corporation 
Bloomington, Minnesota 
(952) 473-1176 

Mechanical Test and Balance 
Corp. 
Maple Plain, Minnesota 
(763) 479-6300

Systems Management & 
Balancing of Minnesota 
Center City, Minnesota 
(651) 257-7380

Mississippi

Capital Air Balance, Inc. 
Terry, Mississippi 
(601) 878-6701

Coastal Air Balance, Corp. 
Terry, Mississippi 
(228) 392-8768

Missouri

Envirosystem Analysis, Inc. 
St. Charles, Missouri 
(636) 661-5252

Miller Certified Air, Inc. 
St. Louis, Missouri 
(314) 352-8981

Precisionaire of the Midwest, Inc. 
Grain Valley, Missouri 
(816) 847-1380

Senco Services Corporation 
St. Louis, Missouri 
(314) 432-5100

Testing & Balance Co. of the 
Ozarks, LLC (TABCO) 
Saddlebrook, Missouri 
(417) 443-4430

NeVADA

American Air Balance Co., Inc. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
(702) 255-7331 

Environmental Testing and 
Balancing of Nevada, Inc. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
(702) 227-6950

Mechanical Test & Balance 
Corporation 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
(702) 737-3030

National Air Balance  
Company, Inc. 
(702) 871-2600

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
(702) 221-9877 

Raglen System Balance, Inc.
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 747-0100 

RSAnalysis, Inc. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
(702) 740-5537

RSAnalysis, Inc. 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 323-8866

NeW JerseY

Effective Air Balance, Inc. 
Totowa, New Jersey 
(973) 790-6748

National Air Balance Co., Inc. 
Paramus, New Jersey 
(201) 444-8777

NeW YorK

Air Conditioning Test & 
Balance Co. 
Great Neck, New York 
(516) 487-6724

Mechanical Testing, Inc. 
Waterford, New York 
(518) 328-0440

Precision Testing & Balancing, Inc. 
Bronx, New York 
(718) 994-2300

North CAroliNA

Air Balance Corporation 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
(336) 275-6678

Building Environmental 
Systems Testing, Inc. 
Wilson, North Carolina 
(252) 291-5100

e-n Tech Independent Testing 
Services, Inc. 
Winston-Salem, NC 
(336) 896-0090

Palmetto Air and Water Balance 
Asheville, North Carolina 
(828) 277-2256

Palmetto Air and Water Balance 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
(704) 587-7073

Palmetto Air and Water Balance 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
(919) 460-7730

The Phoenix Agency of North 
Carolina, Inc. 
Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina 
(336) 744-1998

North DAKotA

Design Control, Inc. 
Fargo, ND 
(701) 237-3037

ohio

Air Balance Unlimited, Inc. 
Gahanna, Ohio 
(614) 595-9619 
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Heat Transfarr, Inc. 
Columbus, Ohio 
(614) 262-6093

Kahoe Air Balance Company 
Cleveland, Ohio 
(440) 946-4300

Kahoe Air Balance 
Cincinatti/Dayton, Ohio 
(513) 248-4141

Kahoe Air Balance 
Columbus, Ohio 
(740) 548-7411

PBC, Inc. (Professional  
Balance Company) 
Willoughby, Ohio 
(440) 975-9494

Precision Air Balance 
Company, Inc. 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 362-7727

R.H. Cochran and  
Associates, Inc. 
Wickliffe, Ohio 
(440) 585-5940

OKLAHOMA

Eagle Test & Balance  
Company 
Cushing, Oklahoma 
(918) 225-1668

OREGON

Pacific Coast Air  
Balance Co. 
Newberg, Oregon 
(503) 537-0826

PENNSYLVANIA

Butler Balancing Company 
Thorndale, Pennsylvania 
(610) 873-6905

Flood & Sterling 
New Cumberland, 
Pennsylvania 
(717) 232-0529

Kahoe Air Balance 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
(724) 941-3335

WAE Balancing, Inc. 
Mercer, Pennsylvania 
(724) 662-5743

PUERTO RICO

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico 
(787) 504-8118

SOUTH CAROLINA

Palmetto Air and Water Balance 
Greenville, South Carolina 
(864) 877-6832

TENNESSEE

Environmental Test & Balance 
Company 
Memphis, Tennessee 
(901) 373-9946

Systems Analysis, Inc.
Hermitage, Tennessee  
(615) 883-9199

United Testing & Balancing, Inc. 
Nashville, Tennessee 
(615) 331-1294

United Testing & Balancing, Inc. 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
(865) 922-5754 

TEXAS

Aerodynamics Inspecting 
Company 
Wes Laco, Texas 
(956) 351-5285

Air Balancing Company, Ltd. 
Fort Worth, Texas 
(817) 572-6994

AIR Engineering and Testing, Inc. 
Dallas, Texas 
(972) 386-0144

 Austin Air Balancing 
Corporation 
Austin, Texas 
(512) 477-7247

Delta-T, Ltd. 
Garland, Texas 
(972) 494-2300

Engineered Air Balance  
Co., Inc. 
Addison, Texas 
(972) 818-9000

Engineered Air Balance  
Co., Inc. 
San Antonio, Texas 
(210) 736-9494

Engineered Air Balance  
Co., Inc. 
Spring, Texas 
(281) 873-7084

Online Air Balancing Company 
Houston, TX 
(713) 453-5497

PHI Service Agency, Inc. 
San Antonio, Texas 
(210) 224-1665 

PHI Service Agency, Inc. 
Austin, Texas 
(512) 339-4757 

PHI Service Agency, Inc.
Alamo, Texas 
(956) 781-9998 

PHI Service Agency, Inc.
Corpus Christi, Texas 
(361) 248-4861

Professional Balancing 
Services, Inc. 
Dallas, Texas 
(214) 349-4644

TAB Solutions, Inc. 
Lakeway, TX 
(720) 220-1062

Technical Air Balance, Inc.
Spring, Texas 
(281) 651-1844

Texas Precisionaire, Ltd. 
Houston, Texas 
(281) 449-0961

Texas Test and Balance 
Houston, Texas 
(281) 358-2118

UTAH

RSAnalysis, Inc. 
Sandy, Utah 
(801) 255-5015

VIRGINIA

Arian Tab Services, Inc. 
Herndon, Virginia 
(703) 319-1000

C&W-TESCO, Inc. 
Richmond, Virginia 
(804) 379-9345

Mid-Atlantic Test and Balance, 
Inc. 
South Boston, Virginia 
(434) 572-4025

WASHINGTON

Eagle Test & Balance Company 
Bellevue, Washington 
(425) 747-9256

Penn Air Control, Inc.
Vancouver, Washington 
(253) 472-6804

TAC Systems, LLC 
Blaine, Washington 
(360) 332-4789

WISCONSIN

Professional System  
Analysis, Inc. 
Germantown, Wisconsin 
(262) 253-4146

AABC CANADIAN 
CHAPTER

A.H.S. Testing and Balancing Ltd. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(204) 224-1416

Accu-Air Balance Co.  
(1991) Inc. 
Windsor, Ontario 
(519) 256-4543

Air Movement Services, Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(204) 233-7456

 Airdronics, Inc. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(204) 253-6647

Airwaso Canada, Inc. 
London, Ontario 
(519) 652-4040

Caltab Air Balance Inc. 
Tecumseh, Ontario 
(519) 259-1581

Controlled Air  
Management Ltd. 
Moncton, New Brunswick 
(506) 852-3529

D.F.C. Mechanical Testing & 
Balancing, Ltd. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(204) 694-4901

Designtest & Balance Co. Ltd. 
Richmond Hill, Ontario 
(905) 886-6513

Dynamic Flow Balancing Ltd. 
Oakville, Ontario 
(905) 338-0808

Griffin Air Balance Ltd. 
Dartmouth, Novia Scotia 
(902) 434-1084

Groupe Danco Televac, Inc. 
Sherbrooke, Quebec 
(819) 823-2092

Kanata Air Balancing & 
Engineering Services 
Ottawa, Ontario 
(613) 592-4991

Pro-Air Testing, Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario 
(416) 252-3232

 Scan Air Balance 1998 Ltd. 
Moncton, New Brunswick 
(506) 857-9100 

Scotia Air Balance 1996 Ltd. 
Antigonish Co., Nova Scotia 
(902) 232-2491

Source Managment Limited 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
(506) 443-9803

VPG Associates Limited 
King City, Ontario 
(905) 833-4334

INTERNATIONAL 
MEMBERS

Energy 2000 Technical 
Engineering Co., Ltd. 
Songpa-gu, Seoul 
South Korea 
82-2-408-2114

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Kangbuk-gu, Seoul 
South Korea 
82-2-982-0431

Studio S.C.S. 
Ingegneri 
Scarbaci-Cuomo 
Pordenone, Italy 
39-043429661

Have an Opinion?

An interesting case study? A new method?  
Tell us about it.

TAB Journal welcomes submissions for publication. TAB Journal is published quarterly by 
the Associated Air Balance Council. Send letters or articles to:

Editor • TAB Journal
1518 K Street, NW, Suite 503 • Washington, DC 20005 • info@aabc.com



Optimizing 
HVAC Performance

Optimizing 
HVAC Performance

n  Troubleshooting Coils & Economizers
n  Verifying TAB for Commissioning
n  Specifying for Test & BalancePhone: 800 874 2811  E-mail: customerservice@alnor.com

Since 1919, Alnor has provided rugged and
reliable analog instrumentation to HVAC
technicians, and the tradition continues with the
new Analog Balancing Tool (ABT) Balometer.

The ABT series Balometer utilizes a low current
analog meter with a large, easy to read scale.
Fast meter response combined with smooth
needle movement allows for quick and
accurate flow measurements
from supply diffusers and
return grilles. For more
information visit
www.alnor.com/tab


